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ABSTRACT
Ste. Genevieve Missouri experienced historical earthquakes in 1811-1812. To understand
the shaking hazard, we combine a gravity survey with seismic refraction profiles to determine
sediment depth over bedrock (SDOB). We calculated SDOB from the refraction profile at the east

end of Jefferson St. and then extrapolated it over a wider area of the city using the gravity data.
The average sediment density is measured as 2.28 gm/c𝑚3 , which we used to estimate sediment
thickness beneath the Ste. Genevieve historic district. Sediment thickness ranges from ~22 m to
~50 m for Bouguer gravity anomaly differences of ~2.7 mGal. Depth over bedrock around the
historic houses is found to be relatively shallower than at other places around the city, indicating
a possible reason for their survival during the 1811-1812 New Madrid Seismic Zone
earthquakes. Longer refraction profiles indicate the presence of competent bedrock that has a
similar P wave velocity to limestone.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Ste. Genevieve, Missouri, experienced the historic 1811-1812 earthquake sequence that
occurred in the New Madrid Seismic Zone (Figure 1.1). Based on various and different data sets
for observed seismic intensities, independent studies obtained different magnitude estimates for
those earthquakes. Johnston and Schweig (1996) suggest values around M8.0 while other studies
like Nuttli (1973), Hough et al. (2000), Street (1982), and Kochkin and Crandell (2004) suggest
smaller magnitudes of approximately M7.0. Most recently, Cramer and Boyd (2014) suggested
magnitudes for the 3 principal earthquakes of 7.5, 7.3, and 7.7 from direct comparison of mean
intensities beyond 600 km. Variations in the magnitude estimates show the importance of an onsite study to understand site amplification that might bias ground motion estimates. Site studies
comparing building damage to apparent ground motions can help constrain estimates of ground
motions from New Madrid Seismic Zone earthquakes. Cramer et al. (2017) showed in their study
for the St. Louis, MO-IL area that an on-site characterization of sediment depth over bedrock
(SDOB) and the measurement of compressional and shear wave velocities provide a better
understanding of the effect of large earthquakes in any region and gives a measure of future
threat.
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Figure 1.1: Map of the Ste. Genevieve, Missouri, study area relative to three historical
earthquakes from 1811-1812, (Bakun and Hopper, 2004). The red star on the inserted US map
represents the study area

Yang et al. (2014) summarized in their paper that some other regions other than the New
Madrid seimic zone (NMSZ) in the central United States also have the potential for equally large
magnitude earthquakes. These regions include the Wabash Valley Seismic Zone (WVSZ)
(Nuttli, 1979; Obermeier et al., 1991; Munson et al., 1992; Herrmann et al., 2008; Yang et al.,
2009; Hamburger et al., 2011) and the region northwest of the NMSZ around the Ste. Genevieve
fault zone (SGFZ) (Figure 1.2) (Heinrich, 1937; 1949; Nuttli, 1973). The results of these studies
further strengthen the importance of studying the historic city of Ste. Genevieve.
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Figure 1.2: Epicenters of earthquakes with magnitude  2.0 from 1 January 1974 to 13 October
2013 (solid black circles). Red stars are for earthquakes with magnitude  5.0 that occurred
after 1800. Three small boxes with dashed boundaries define the NMSZ, SGSZ, and WVSZ. Ste.
Genevieve (SG) county is identified with an arrow. Other geological features in the figure are
OD = Ozark dome; NMSZ = New Madrid seismic zone; RR = Realfoot rift; RCG = Rough Creek
graben; SGSZ = Ste. Genevieve seismic zone; SGFZ = Ste. Genevieve fault zone; WVSZ =
Wabash Valley seismic zone. States are IL =Illinois; KY = Kentucky; TN = Tennessee; AR =
Arkansas; MO = Missouri, adapted from Yang et al. (2014)

Kochkin and Crandell (2004) used physical damage to historic buildings in their study to
calculate magnitudes of the 1811-1812 earthquakes. Most of the historic buildings that were
surveyed by them are located in Ste. Genevieve, Missouri, which is about 100 km north of New
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Madrid. Ste. Genevieve is an old town that was established in 1735. Early colonial America did
not have much infrastructure, especially far from the east coast. As the oldest town in Missouri,
Ste. Genevieve’s Historic district has 29 types of architecture. Some of them date back to the
early 1770s. At that time, the French were the primary occupants of the city. They also brought
their unique building styles with them (The City of Ste. Genevieve, 2019).
Gologic studies mention the basement rock as the North American Craton and the
bedrock as limestone (Hathaway, 2015). The upper sediment is mentioned as loess/alluvium by
the water well log (log no 24111, well no 4, 1965) from the State of Missouri Division of
Geological Survey. We personally observed the bedrock exposed in several places during our
survey and noticed it to be highly fractured. The surface topography around our survey area
varies and decreases as we go towards the Mississippi river as shown by Figure 1.3 from Google
earth .The Google earth view also shows a major quarry just north of the town.
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Figure 1.3: A General (West to East) topographic profile of the survey area, collected from
Google earth. TT’ shows the regional topography over a longer profile, Wand E shows the west
and east end of the study area, TP marks the location where the water treatment plant is, the
upland area and the Mississippi flood plain have also been marked

Downtown Ste. Genevieve (Figure 1.4) has one historic brick building (the Old Brick
House, Figure 1.5) and two other historic houses (Figures 1.6 and 1.7). The Old Brick House is
currently located in an urban area having residential buildings around it. Additionally, two more
houses having French vertical log style construction are located just south of downtown and
predate the 1811-1812 earthquakes. The presence of these damaged buildings (damage in
chimnys, Kochkin and Crandell, 2004) here and in the settlement of New Bourbon and
Herculaneum, that are 4 km southeast and ~50 km northwest of Ste. Genevieve, indicates that
this area experienced strong shaking during the 1811-1812 earthquakes (Street et. al., 2008). At
5

the same time their construction styles, and resistance to seismic shaking make it essential to
study the geological and geotechnical setting of these buildings.

Figure 1.4: Ste. Genevieve County, MO. The blue rectangular region represents the survey area,
modified after U.S Census map (2000)
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Figure 1.5: Old Brick House, first brick house west of the Mississippi River built in 1785 (from
Balet, 2007)

Figure 1.6: The Green Tree Tavern, a “Poteau sur sole” style historic building from Ste.
Genevieve, MO, that was built in 1790 by the French-Canadian Nicolas Janis (from Ste.
Genevieve Dept. of Tourism, 2019)
7

Figure 1.7: Bolduc house, Ste. Genevieve, MO, that was moved to its present location in 1785 to
escape flooding from the Mississippi River along with the rest of the village (from Boucher,
1986)
Several reasons are possible for the survival of these buildings. These include smaller
ground motions than expected, shallow sediment depth over bedrock, and unique construction
style. Site conditions might have been conducive to smaller ground motions. To better
understand the physical setting, we conducted a site survey in downtown Ste. Genevieve aiming
to determine SDOB.
SDOB is a critical input for calculating site amplification in a region. Abbot and Louie
(2000) mentioned that knowing the depth to bedrock is helpful for seismic hazard analysis of
sedimentary basins. Kawase and Aki (1989) showed that both basin shape (i.e., depth to bedrock)
and velocity contrast within the alluvium were essential parameters needed to model ground
motion in the Mexico City basin. The density contrast between bedrock and unconsolidated
and/or poorly consolidated sediment allows the determination of SDOB from gravity surveys.
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Depth can be inferred from the spatial distribution and amplitude of gravity anomalies. Many
researchers have used this technique for hydrologic, geothermal, mineral, and exploration
problems (Abbott and Louie, 2000).
Even though different methods like seismic reflection, drilling, gravity, and seismic
refraction are available for calculating depth to bedrock, the paved roads and residential areas in
Ste. Genevieve makes it undesirable to use methods other than gravity. We therefore used a
gravity survey as the principal technique to determine SDOB. Following the procedure explained
by Burger and Burger (1992) and Fowler (1990), the seismic refraction technique was used at
five pre-selected sites to determine P wave velocity of the consolidated layer and intercept time.
Using P wave velocity and intercept time, SDOB was determined.
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CHAPTER 2
DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING
Gravity and seismic data were collected from the historic city of Ste. Genevieve,
Missouri, on October 13-16, 2018. The weather during this time was cloudy/rainy with no large
variations in temperature. Two different methods (gravity, and seismic refraction) were used.
Gravity data were collected from 63 gravity stations in and around the city. A separate profile
was completed along the Cotton Wood’s Road (Figure 2.1) that consisted of 11 measurements
tied to the gravity base station. Gravity measurements were made with a Worden gravity meter
(#267) that has a dial constant of 0.31 mGal/dial division. An automatic level with an engineer’s
grade rod was used to measure elevation. The first day’s elevation measurement started from a
vertical control benchmark (elevation = 395 ft) by the National Geodetic survey on the railroad
track near a small bridge on the southeast corner of the historic area and ended at the gravity base
station near the cemetery. At the beginning of the survey, a gravity station near the cemetery
(Figure 2.1) was chosen to be used as the gravity base station. No gravity reading was taken on
the benchmark (Figure 2.1) as no regional gravity measurement has been made at this benchmark
and it was used only to determine absolute elevations of the gravity stations. Primary gravity
base stations are in Memphis, St. Louis, and Little Rock, which are too far away and have a large
absolute gravity variations among them. These large regional gravity variations are beyond the
limited measurement range of our Warden gravity meter, which has no large geodetic or coarse
dial. Thus we selected a local base station at the cemetery for our relative gravity survey in Ste.
Genevieve. Station elevation measurements from other than the first day and all gravity
measurements were tied to that base station. The elevation was measured using the technique of
measuring backsight and foresight for each position, only backsight for the starting position and
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only foresight for the ending position. Gravimeter readings were accurate to  0.5 of a dial
division and the maximum error in elevation measurement was 9 cm. Figure 2.1 shows the
location of all four gravity profiles including all other gravity stations that were used in the study
and some important places around the city.
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Figure 2.1: Survey area in Ste. Genevieve, MO. Small red dots at the top left corner represents
the survey area on the city. The inset map is a zoomed in version of that area. A𝐴′ (red circles) =
first profile that follows Market St, B𝐵 ′ (green squares) = second profile that follows Merchant
St, C𝐶 ′ (blue triangles) = third profile that follows Jefferson St. Five bold black lines (R1 to R5)
stand for refraction profiles (R1 = cemetery profile, R2 = Fellix Valle profile, R3 = Jefferson
end profile, R4 = small park profile, R5 = big state park profile). Some important locations,
including the base station at the cemetery, and the bench mark are also labeled. The fourth
gravity profile D𝐷′ follows Cotton Wood’s Road (red triangles at the bottom right corner of the
figure). G1 (the east end of Jefferson St) and G2 are the two gravity stations used for sediment
density determination. GR is the gravity station at the big state park used to compare depth to
bedrock estimates between gravity and the refraction profile R5. The black color dots are gravity
stations used for the survey but not part of any profiles
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For a gravity measurement, the gravimeter was placed on the metal plate and was
balanced using three screws at the bottom of the meter. Three successive readings were taken
carefully, and the time was recorded using a digital clock. Gravimeter readings were precise to ±
0.1 dial divisions, but only accurate to  0.5 dial divisions based on the three successive
readings. The average value of those three readings for a station was used for further calculation
during the data processing stage. The same procedure was repeated for all other stations. Care
was taken to avoid vibration of the meter from traffic or wind. Throughout our survey, we went
back to the base station within every one hour to track instrumental and tidal drift. A Trimble
GeoExplorer 2008 series (GeoXH) was used to determine the latitude and longitude of each
station. The GeoXH is precise to 10-30 cm but an accuracy calculation is presented later with
even greater possible error.
A refraction survey was conducted at five places: (Figure 2.1, R1 to R5). A 15 lb
sledgehammer was used to strike a metal plate with an impact switch on the sledgehammer to
initiate the signal. 4.5 Hz vertical geophones were used as receivers. Three separate strikes were
taken (at both ends and the mid-point of a profile). The time sample for the refraction surveys is
0.0625 milliseconds (ms) and record lengths were 0.2 s starting 0.1 s before the trigger. The total
length of the Parking Lot (R3) line was limited to less than the number of channels by the
presence of Jefferson Road, hence the reduced length in Table 2.1. The details of all our
refraction profiles are shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Set up of refraction profiles in Ste. Genevieve, MO
Position

Number of channels

Spacing (m)

Total length (m)

Cemetery (R1)

48

1

46

Felix Valle House (R2)

48

1

47

Parking lot (R3)

48

2

88

Small park (R4)

24

1

23

Big state park (R5)

48

2

94

Care was taken to avoid noise from traffic. For 48 channels, two separate geodes were used in
combination. The Seismodule Controller software by Geometrics was used to record seismic
signals on a PC throughout our survey. The offset between the first or last geophone and the
striking (source) position was kept at zero to check for reciprocity and to help determine any dip
on the layer interfaces.
Gravity data were recorded in MS Excel spreadsheets (Appendix B) and were processed
with Matlab. The absolute elevation of each station was determined using the following
calculations starting from the geodetic benchmark:
Height of instrument = elevation of benchmark + backsight

(1)

Height of next station = Height of instrument – foresight

(2)

The same procedure was repeated to determine the true elevation of each station. Repeated
measurement of a station from different directions resulted in a highest possible error of  4.5
cm for the complete survey. Once instrument drift was corrected (Appendix A) using the
repeated base station readings for all stations, the gravimeter dial reading was multiplied with its
dial constant to convert the reading into gravitational acceleration (unit = mGal). Representative
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terrain corrections were calculated using a Matlab function by Jack (2016) that followed the
procedure mentioned by Nagy (1966) and was found to be in the order of a thousandth of a
milligal. Including such corrections showed a very insignificant effect on the Bouguer anomaly
values. Thus, the terrain correction was ignored in the final Bouguer anomaly calculation. We
looked into the regional gravity map for Missouri (Gravity database of the US, The University of
Texas at El Paso, 2002). The regional map data set is very sparse and the accuracy is on the order
of a mGal. Within a rectangle of 5/5 km around the city of Ste. Genevie, there were only two
data points (no data point inside our survey area). Even searching through a 20/20 km area, it
was difficult to determine a reliable regional trend. Thus we did not remove any regional trend
from our gravity anomaly data. The free air and Bouguer corrections were performed following
equations and procedures mentioned in Burger et al. (2006) as below
𝑔𝐵 = 𝑔𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝑔𝑛 + 𝐹𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 − 𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟

(3)

A complete expanded form of the equation to calculate the Bouguer anomaly that incorporates
the GRS67 formula (gn) and the free air and Bouguer corrections, was used as Equation 4
following Burger et al. (2006).
𝑔𝐵 = { 𝑔𝑜𝑏𝑠 - [978031.85(1 + 0.005278895 𝑠𝑖𝑛2  +
0.000023462 𝑠𝑖𝑛4 )] + [(0.3086 – 0.04193)𝑧]}
𝑔𝐵 = Bouguer anomaly, (mGal)
𝑔𝑜𝑏𝑠 = observed gravity (after drift correction) in the field, (mGal)
 = latitude value, (degree)
 = Bouguer density, 2.67 (gm/𝑐𝑚3 )
z = elevation of a point from mean sea level, (m)
𝐹𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = free air correctin, (mGAl/m)
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(4)

𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = Bouguer correction, (mGal/m)
A Matlab script was written and used for calculating Bouguer gravity anomalies. The relative
Bouguer anomaly difference was calculated by substracting the base station’s reading at the
cemetery from each station’s reading. Appendix B documents the gravity readings.
Our next step was to process the refraction data for determining layer thickness.
SeisImage𝑟 2𝐷 was the primary software package for analyzing the refraction data. The
Pickwi𝑛𝑇𝑀 module was used to determine the first arrival for each receiver. Both forward and
backward propagating signals were analyzed to determine any dipping layer interfaces. While
processing, the signal was filtered, and clipped, the gain was increased or decreased as needed to
make the first arrival as clear as possible for easy picking. Figure 2.2 shows the first arrival picks
for the cemetery profile. For all profiles please see Appendix C, which show unfiltered wiggle
plots of the data plus shaded plots as in the right side of Figures 2.2 and 2.3.
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Figure 2.2: First arrival picking for the cemetery profile (forward, South to North). The figure
on the left shows the profile in general mode, while the figure on the right shows the profile in a
different mode made by shading the signal after filtering and creating contrast. The shading
helps pick the first arrival with better confidence. Labeled waves are same on both sides.

After picking the first arrival for the forward profile, the same procedure was followed
for the backward profile while keeping the forward pick-line on screen. Figure 2.3 shows the
first arrival picks from the backward profile at the cemetery site.
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Figure 2.3: First arrival picking for the backward (North to South) profile at the cemetery. The
green line in the figure represents the first arrival pick line from the forward profile while the
red line shows the first arrival pick line for the backward profile. Different waves have been
labeled (same color represent same type of waves on both sides)

Once first arrivals were picked for both forward and backward profiles, a pick file was
saved and the Poltref𝑎𝑇𝑀 module was used to plot that file, keeping distance on the horizontal
axis and arrival time on the vertical axis. Figure 2.4 shows the plot of that saved pick file for the
lines shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 with the Poltref𝑎𝑇𝑀 module used to determine intercept
times. Intercept time was determined manually by drawing a line back to both vertical axes. A
highest error of  5 ms is possible while determining the intercept time.
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Figure 2.4: Determining intercept time from picked first arrivals file using the Poltref𝑎𝑇𝑀
module
While picking first arrivals using the Pickwi𝑛𝑇𝑀 module, velocities for different layers
were also determined using the software’s velocity determination tool and recorded separately.
Both intercept times and velocities were used to calculate layer thickness. Dip angles between
layers were also calculated but were less than 3 degrees for all refraction profiles and were
ignored following Burger et al. (2006). The layer thickness was calculated using the modified
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version of Mussett and Khan (2000). For calculating the thickness of the first layer, Equation 5
was used as

ℎ1 =

𝑡1
2

1

(

1

1

)

(5)

√𝑣 2 − 𝑣 2
1
2

where,
ℎ1 = thickness of the first layer, (m)
𝑡1 = first intercept time, (seconds)
𝑣1 = average velocity of the first layer, (m/s)
𝑣2 = average velocity of the second layer, (m/s)
The equation for the second layer is
1

ℎ2 =

1

(𝑡2 −2ℎ1 (√ 2 − 2 ))
𝑣1
𝑣3
1

1

(6)

2 (√ 2 − 2 )
𝑣2
𝑣3

where in addition to Equation 5
ℎ2 = thickness of the second layer, (m)
𝑣3 = average velocity of the third layer, (m/s)
The same procedure was followed for both forward and backward profiles with
respective intercept times and velocities. Dip angle was calculated following Burger et al. (2006)
as
=

𝑣
𝑣
( 1 )− ( 1 )
𝑣2𝑅

𝑣2𝐹

(7)

2

where,
 = dip angle, (degree)
𝑣2𝑅 = second layer velocity from the backward profile, (m/s)
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𝑣2𝐹 = second layer velocity from the forward profile, (m/s)
Finally, the first and second layer thickness was added to calculate the total thickness of the
layers over bedrock.
H = ℎ1 + ℎ2

(8)

H = total soil thickness over bedrock, (m)
For calculating depth over bedrock using gravity, first the average density of the soil over
bedrock was determined using the Bouguer gravity anomaly of two stations (G1 and G2, Figure
2.1) and their respective depths from the refraction survey there (R3, Figure 2.1). The Bouguer
gravity anomaly for an infinite slab (Burger et al., 2006) was used for this purpose as

𝑔𝐵1 − 𝑔𝐵2 = 2G (ℎ1 − ℎ2 )

(9)

𝑔𝐵1 = Bouguer gravity anomaly at one station, (mGal)
𝑔𝐵2 = Bouguer gravity anomaly at second station, (mGal)
G = universal gravitational constant, 6.6732  10−11 , (N 𝑚2 / 𝑘𝑔2 )
 = average density of soil, (gm / 𝑐𝑚3 )
ℎ1 = depth over bedrock at one station, (m)
ℎ2 = depth over bedrock at a second station, (m)
In Equation 9, the only unknown is the density of the soil. It was calculated using this
equation and was used to calculate depth to bedrock for all other gravity stations. Depth over
bedrock at the two ends of the refraction profile (R3) on the parking lot (Figure 2.1) was used as
ℎ1 and ℎ2 (difference of 2.2 ± 0.6 m). The uncertainity in our depth calculation from refraction is
 0.6 m. The Bouguer gravity anomaly values of the two gravity stations (G1,G2, Figure 2.1)
were used as 𝑔𝐵1 and 𝑔𝐵2 (difference of 0.21 ± 0.05 mGal) for calculating the average density
using Equation 9. While calculating the depth to bedrock at other stations, the station at the
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Jefferson end (labeled as G1, Figure 2.1) was considered as the starting point. The change in
bedrock depth between this station and all other stations was calculated using the (previously
determined) average density of the sediment and the relative Bouguer anomaly difference
between a given gravity station and the reference station (G1, Figure 2.1).
To model SDOB, our study uses the Bouguer infinite slab equation (equation 9).
Assuming the sediment average density to be constant over the region, the gravity anomaly
variation from station to station is accepted to occur only because of change in the thickness of
the sediment. As mentioned by Abbott and Louie (2000), this assumption works better when the
slab thickness is smaller than the lateral extant of the basin. This assumption can be violated if
there is lateral change in sediment density or the slab thickness changes very rapidly for a short
horizontal distance. Several previous studies have used this similar approach including Kick
(1985), West (1992), and Abbott and Louie (2000). Schaefer (1983) modeled the Dixie Valley,
Nevada basin using a similar technique, and Jachens and Moring (1990) mapped Cenozoic
thickness across Nevada with this principle. Also, this approach has been used by many
researchers for hydrologic, geothermal, mineral, and oil exploration (Abbott and Louie, 2000). In
case, no reliable density data is found, a density-depth modeling can be performed using the
same gravity anomaly data following Abbott and Louie (2000).
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS, DISCUSSION, AND CONCLUSION
Results
For all five locations, refraction data indicated a three-layer structure. Velocities for the
different layers from the five refraction profiles are calculated and presented in Table 3.1 below.
Table 3.1: Apparent P wave velocity of different layers from five locations for both forward and
backward profiles, 𝑣1 = velocity in the first layer, 𝑣2 = velocity in the second layer, 𝑣3 =velocity
in the third layer. Forward profile for R2 and R5 is from North to South, for R1, R3, R4 from
South to North

Location

Forward refraction profile

Cemetery (R1)

𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

256

1208

2597

269

944

2892

Felix Valle House 𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

(R2)

223

654

2015

228

612

2162

Parking Lot (R3)

𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

462

2267

5170

450

1967

5146

𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

214

365

1279

214

365

1239

Big State Park

𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

(R5)

280

2180

5768

281

2003

4569

Small Park (R4)

Backward refraction profile
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Because the dipping angles were less than five degrees for our study, we ignored dipping cases
and used the average velocity of a particular layer ((forward + backward)/2) as the true velocity
of that layer following Burger et al. (2006), which are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: True velocities of different layers for five refraction profiles used in calculations
Location

True velocity of a layer
𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

262.5

1076

2744.5

Felix Valle House

𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

(R2)

225.5

633

2088.5

Big State Park (R3)

𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

280.5

2091.5

5168.5

𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

214.0

365

1259

𝑣1 (m/s)

𝑣2 (m/s)

𝑣3 (m/s)

456

2117

5158

Cemetery (R1)

Small Park (R4)

Parking Lot (R5)

Table 3.3 summarizes all calculated intercept times for both down-dip and up-dip profiles
from the five refraction locations.
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Table 3.3: Intercept time for down-dip and up-dip profiles on five locations

Location
Cemetery (R1)

Felix Valle House (R2)

Parking Lot (R3)

Small Park (R4)

State Big Park (R5)

Down-dip profile

Up-dip profile

𝑡𝑑1 (ms)

𝑡𝑑2 (ms)

𝑡𝑢1 (ms)

𝑡𝑢2 (ms)

18.5

34

16

36

𝑡𝑑1 (ms)

𝑡𝑑2 (ms)

𝑡𝑢1 (ms)

𝑡𝑢2 (ms)

16

59

13

55

𝑡𝑑1 (ms)

𝑡𝑑2 (ms)

𝑡𝑢1 (ms)

𝑡𝑢2 (ms)

61

80

59

80

𝑡𝑑1 (ms)

𝑡𝑑2 (ms)

𝑡𝑢1 (ms)

𝑡𝑢2 (ms)

18

54.5

11

47

𝑡𝑑1 (ms)

𝑡𝑑2 (ms)

𝑡𝑢1 (ms)

𝑡𝑢2 (ms)

33

56

34

53.5

Depth to different layers and the total thickness over bedrock were calculated using their
respective velocities and intercept times as summarized in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Thickness of different layers and total thickness in meters over bedrock in five
locations (rounded to nearest number). Two thickness values (marked in red) were used while
determining the average density. ℎ1 = depth of the first layer, ℎ2 = depth of the second layer, 𝐻𝑇
= total depth of sediment over bedrock. Forward profile for R2 and R5 is from North to South,
for R1, R3, R4 from South to North

Location
Cemetery (R1)

Felix Valle House
(R2)
Parking Lot (R3)

Small Park (R4)

State Big Park
(R5)

South End

North End

ℎ1 (m)

ℎ2 (m)

𝐻𝑇 (m)

ℎ1 (m)

ℎ2 (m)

𝐻𝑇 (m)

2.5

8.8

11.3

2.2

11.4

13.6

ℎ1 (m)

ℎ2 (m)

𝐻𝑇 (m)

ℎ1 (m)

ℎ2 (m)

𝐻𝑇 (m)

1.6

13.7

15.3

1.9

13.9

15.8

ℎ1 (m)

ℎ2 (m)

𝐻𝑇 (m)

ℎ1 (m)

ℎ2 (m)

𝐻𝑇 (m)

14

20.6

34.6

13.8
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36.8

ℎ1 (m)

ℎ2 (m)

𝐻𝑇 (m)

ℎ1 (m)

ℎ2 (m)

𝐻𝑇 (m)

2.3

6.2

8.5

1.4

6.4

7.8

ℎ1 (m)

ℎ2 (m)

𝐻𝑇 (m)

ℎ1 (m)

ℎ2 (m)

𝐻𝑇 (m)

4.7

26

30.7

4.8

22

26.8

The average density of the soil over bedrock was calculated to be ~ 2.28 gm/c𝑚3 . Using
this density value and the Bouguer gravity anomalies for all other stations, the depth over
bedrock was calculated. A relative Bouguer gravity anomaly map (Figure 3.1) and a depth over
bedrock map (Figure 3.2) is provided below.
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Figure 3.1: Bouguer gravity anomaly map relative to the station labeled as G1. Black triangles
represent gravity stations. Black thick lines (R1 to R5) are the refraction profiles (R3 profile was
used to calculate density of sediment and depth over bedrock). Three gravity profiles on the city
area (A𝐴′ , B𝐵 ′ , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶𝐶 ′ ) are also shown. G1 = starting point for depth measurement, R3 =
refraction profile used for depth and density calculation, GR = gravity station where depth from
gravity and from R3 refraction profile is compared
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Figure 3.2: Depth over bedrock map in Ste. Genevieve, MO. Black triangles represent gravity
stations. Solid thick black lines stand for the refraction profiles. Three gravity profiles on the city
area (A𝐴′ , B𝐵 ′ , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶𝐶 ′ ) are also shown. G1 = starting point for depth measurement, R3 =
refraction profile used for depth and density calculation, GR = gravity station where depth from
gravity and from R3 refraction profile is compared. Negative depth value shows going down
from the surface

Bedrock depth ranges from ~22 m to ~50 m (difference = 28 m) from the surface for a
total Bouguer anomaly difference of 2.7 mGal (the difference between maximum anomaly to
minimum anomaly). We calculated the theoretically expected Bouguer gravity anomaly values
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for different depth values while changing the density from one calculation to another. The
theoretical calculation of the Bouguer gravity anomaly of 2.7 mGal for an infinite slab (Burger et
al., 2006), with a density of 2.28 gm/c𝑚3 resulted in a depth estimation of ~28 m. As mentioned
above, in our survey, we also got a similar result. This calculation also suggests that our survey
results are reasonable. Figure 3.3 shows the result of that theoretical calculation.

Figure 3.3: Expected Bouguer gravity anomaly vs. depth for different density values
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Because the city may have buried features that can affect our gravity data, we examined a
separate profile (Figure 2.1) following the Cotton Wood’s Road to check for consistency in our
gravity data. The profile is located approximately 3 km south of the city and extends from New
Bourbon towards the Mississippi River and is free from any apparent feature that can affect a
gravity survey. From the Bouguer gravity anomaly data, we noticed some sudden changes in our
gravity profiles that might indicate the presence of some extra mass or a local feature. The New
Bourbon profile looked smooth like the other three profiles surveyed in and around the city and
changed within a ~ 2.2 mGal scale. We also noticed a slight increase in sediment depth towards
the Mississippi River along the Cotton Wood’s Road profile. Figure 3.4 shows the relative
Bouguer anomaly values for all four profiles, including the New Bourbon profile (Figure, 2.1).
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Figure 3.4: Relative Bouguer gravity anomalies for four different profiles. a) A𝐴′ profile on
Market St b) B𝐵 ′ profile on Marchent St c) C𝐶 ′ profile on Jefferson St d) D𝐷′ profile on Cotton
Wood’s Road. The error bars show the uncertainity level in our gravity survey
From our result (Figure 3.2), we find that the city is underlain by a section of deeper
depth-to-basement that follows Merchant St from West to East. Bedrock depth is shallower
around two historic houses: The Old Brick House (Figure 1.5), and The Green Tree Tavern
located close to the big state park (Figure 1.6). Bedrock depth is also relatively shallower around
the Bouldoc house (Figure 1.7).
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Discussion
The limitation of any refraction survey is that if there is a low-velocity layer (LVL)
underneath the survey area, refraction analysis will not be able to resolve these layers. Because
we did not notice any shadow zones in our refraction data, we are ignoring the effect of LVL in
our calculations. For the gravity survey, our study assumes that the sediment density is constant
laterally over the region. In case of a lateral density variation, this assumption does not hold true
and will provide an incorrect depth estimate.
If there is a rapid change in depth over a short distance, it will also affect the Bouguer
infinite slab assumption and the depth estimation in that part will be more erroneous than other
locations, such as at 300 m along profile A-𝐴′ . We looked into the anomaly at 300 m along
profile A-𝐴′ . We considered the difference in gravity anomaly between two approximately
horizontal trends before and after (west and east of) that position and removed a linear trend
across the short anomaly as an approximation of the effect of a step in bedrock depth. A 2D and
3D model of a horizontal cylinder and a sphere for the remaining anomaly resulted in the body
being in the bedrock (centers at 60 m and 77 m respectively with radii of about 10 m). If the
remaining anomaly is due to a feature in the bedrock, than the ~30 m depth estimate at the peak
would be increased to the ~35 m depth estimate to the east along the profile. Of course, the
change might be due to an actual shallowing of the bedrock at the anomalous point.
The elevation for the gravity stations was measured very carefully and resulted in an
elevation accuracy within 9 cm (checked by repeated measurement of the same position
following different profiles); this gives an error of 0.0177 mGal. That amount of error in the
gravity calculation results in an error of  0.18 m in the depth calculation.
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The Trimble GeoXH provides an accuracy of latitude measurement within 10-30 cm
(Trimble GeoXH manual, 2011). But we calculated the error in Bouguer anomaly with a possible
latitude error of  100 cm to check a worst case scenario. That resulted in an error of  0.00078
mGal which in turn gives an error of  0.0082 m in the depth calculation.
Carefully checking all the gravity readings showed that 99% of the individual readings lie
within ± 0.5 dial units of the average reading (we used the average reading for further
calculations). That is three standard deviations. For one standard deviation, the error due to
gravimeter accuracy will be ± 0.05 mGal which is approximately ± 0.5 m error in the depth
calculation. Because of the meter accuracy issue, the accumulated error in repeated base station
readings can be 0.02 mGal. Combining all these highest possible errors (errors due to elevation,
latitude, gravimeter accuracy, accumulated error in drift calculation) together give us a total error
of ± 0.1 mGal that equals to ± 1 m possible error in our depth calculation using gravity.
Two important parameters in the refraction data analysis that can cause error in the depth
calculation are intercept time and layer-velocity. The highest possible error in intercept time
determination can be  0.5 ms that will create a depth difference of  0.6 m. A  10 % change in
the velocities of all layers has an effect of  10% change in the depth.
If we include the error in our depth estimation from refraction and keep the Bouguer
gravity anomaly constant (but it should change if the depth truly changes), changing the depth
difference between G1 and G2 (Figure 2.1) by  0.6 m, changes the density by - 21% and + 36%
respectively. The accuracy of the gravimeter readings (± 0.5 dial units) can affect the density
estimation by ± 24%.
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We compared the sediment depth at the gravity station at Big State Park (GR, Figure 3.2)
and the depth at the same location from a refraction profile (R5, Figure 3.2). The depth over
bedrock from refraction at that point was ~ 26.8 m while the gravity data resulted in a depth of
~ 22.3 m. That shows a difference of 4.5 m between gravity and refraction, suggesting that our
overall depth estimates may have an accuracy within ~ 4.5 m if there is no significant low
velocity layer bias in the refraction results.
The two longer refraction profiles probed competent bedrock, but it was not evident in
the other three profiles primarily due to shorter profile length. A water well log close to the
Jefferson end (G1, Figure 2.1) (log no 24111, well no 4, 1965) from the State of Missouri
Division of Geological Survey and Water Resources shows a change in soil type after 8 m from
soil to compacted sand / broken limestone. The well terminated at 27 m and it is unclear whether
competent bedrock was reached. From our refraction analysis at the small park on Market Street,
R4, we also see a change around ~8 m. However, competent bedrock is deeper than that as
evident from longer refraction profiles. The second layer velocities indicate the possible presence
of a water table or highly fractured limestone. The Geologic Map of Missouri (Starbuck, 2017)
indicates the type of bedrock to be Hindsville limestone. The P-wave velocity of 5160 m/s from
the two longer refraction profiles also matches the expected P-wave velocity for limestones of
3500 m/s to 6000 m/s (Stanford rock physics laboratory, Mavko, 2005). In our refraction data,
we did not encounter any shadow zones that can indicate a LVL but we can not rule out its
possibility. A more sophisticated reflection survey or a shear wave velocity profile may resolve
this issue. Even though the infinite slab assumption can get violated for a lateral change in
density or a rapid change in bedrock depth for a short distance, it still provides a good
understanding of the overall shape of our study area. From a comparison to our refraction results,
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we find this estimation to be acceptable, especially for a seismic hazard analysis, where an
approximate understanding of depth over bedrock is helpful (within 5 m). It should be noted here
that a more advanced density variation approach, coupled with more refraction/reflection or
logging data can give better results. In some cases where we see rapid variation in depth over a
shorter distance, this can be due to an extra mass in that position, a small local feature or truly a
rapid change in depth. We can not confirm it without more investigation and detailed
information of the subsurface in that area. Including a resolvable regional gravity effect might
improve this study. But the overall features seen in our survey area should still be same.
Conclusion
We performed a gravity survey in Ste. Genevieve, Missouri and combined it with a
refraction survey to calculate sediment depth over bedrock. The two longer of five profiles (R3 at
the big parking lot and R5 at the state park) were long enough to detect bedrock. We used the
depth difference between two ends of the refraction profile (R3) at the big parking lot, and the
Bouguer gravity anomaly difference between these two positions (determined from the gravity
survey) to calculate sediment density using Bouguer’s infinite slab equation. We estimated the
sediment density to be ~ 2.28 gm/c𝑚3 and used this with relative Bouguer gravity anomaly
values to estimate sediment thickness at other gravity locations on the city. Sediment depth
ranged from approximately 22 m to 50 m. Our study found that bedrock depth is shallower
around the historic houses, which indicates a possible contribution to their survival during the
historic earthquakes in 1811-1812 in the New Madrid Seismic Zone. The uncertainty in our
depth estimates using gravity is  1 m. We compared our depth from gravity survey to the depth
from refraction (R5) at the location of big state park and found they match within ~ 4.5 m. This
study could have been improved if there were direct density data or sediment depth data
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available from logging. The result of this survey can be coupled with a study that determines a
shear wave velocity profile in that region and then used in a site response analysis for Ste.
Genevieve, MO.
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APPENDIX A
DRIFT CORRECTION FOR FOUR DAILY GRAVITY ROUTES (LOOPS)
Gravity readings were taken repeatedly at the base station within every one hour to keep
the drift effect linear. The drift correction was performed on the raw gravimeter dial readings
before converting them to mGals. A linear trend is assumed while preforming the drift
correction. The procedure we used for correcting drift in our survey is
Drift effect = (Base station reading at the start of the loop – base station reading at the
end of that loop) / time spent between these two readings
Any station reading within this loop is corrected as
Corrected station reading = (Drift effect  time spent between base station reading to this
station reading) + this station reading
So, if the base station reading increases with time, the drift correction will bring a station’s
reading down a bit after the correction is applied and vice versa. Figures A.1 and A2 show
uncorrected base stations readings over time for day one to day four.
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Figure A.1: Base station readings for (a) the first day’s and (b) the second day’s gravity route.
The stars show the base station readings with time without performing any drift correction

Figure A.2: Base station readings for (a) the third day’s and (b) the fourth day’s gravity route.
The stars show the base station readings with time without performing any drift correction
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APPENDIX B
GRAVITY DATA
In appendix B.1 to B.4, gravity data from our survey is presented. The drift correction has
been performed assuming a linear trend on the gravimeter dial readings before converting the
readings into mGal. The Bouguer gravity anomaly values are calculated using equation (4) in
this thesis.
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APPENDIX B.1: Gravity data for the first day’s gravity measurement. Raw gravity data have
been corrected for drift. Bouguer gravity anomaly calculations followed Equation 4 from the
thesis; relative Bouguer gravity anomaly data are calculated by subtracting base station reading
from all other station readings. The first reading is for the base station reading at the cemetery
Longitude,

Latitude,

Raw gravity,

Elevation,

Relative Bouguer

degree

degree

mGal

meter

anomaly, mGal

-90.04917083

37.97911111

181.73

125.3

0

-90.04901556

37.97867306

181.39

122.6

-0.82

-90.04861722

37.97867361

181.23

123.4

-0.82

-90.04758972

37.97872917

180.99

124.6

-0.83

-90.04710417

37.97875111

181.06

124.8

-0.72

-90.04666917

37.97879889

181.32

123.3

-0.78

-90.04613806

37.97881972

182.13

121.9

-0.22

-90.0459425

37.97872528

183.49

121.8

1.10

-90.04553028

37.97885361

182.96

121.9

0.59

-90.04502833

37.97891139

182.66

121.9

0.28

-90.04449694

37.97897806

182.62

121.3

0.12

-90.04455028

37.97899111

182.51

120.7

-0.11

-90.04359194

37.97907556

182.93

120.4

0.26

-90.04333389

37.97911194

182.24

120.1

-0.49

-90.04246667

37.97924056

183.03

119.3

0.12

-90.04169972

37.97915917

183.22

118.7

0.18

-90.04132

37.97932167

183.40

117.1

0.05
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APPENDIX B.2: Gravity data for the second day’s gravity measurement. All other parameters
are same as Appendix B.1
Longitude,

Latitude,

Raw gravity,

Elevation,

Relative Bouguer

degree

degree

mGal

meter

anomaly, mGal

-90.04917083

37.97911111

184.76

125.3

0

-90.04838472

37.979225

184.59

126.7

0.11

-90.04812639

37.97926417

184.56

126.4

0.01

-90.047585

37.979046

184.91

125.7

0.21

-90.04687917

37.97950139

186.21

122.9

1.04

-90.046700

37.979062

184.94

122.0

-0.49

-90.046265

37.9796225

185.25

121.8

-0.20

-90.04613778

37.97944833

185.05

121.4

-0.51

-90.04542722

37.9798825

184.35

121.5

-1.20

-90.04461139

37.97994389

184.98

120.7

-0.69

-90.04453389

37.97942028

184.46

120.8

-1.25

-90.04387806

37.98006694

185.38

120.6

-0.38

-90.04328222

37.98018583

185.06

120.3

-0.71

-90.0431125

37.97956583

185.22

120.1

-0.67

-90.04258556

37.98041333

185.88

118.9

-0.25

-90.04188722

37.98057667

186.40

117.9

0.13

-90.04141667

37.97984972

185.36

118.6

-0.73

-90.04077972

37.97942556

185.76

117.8

-0.49

-90.04000389

37.97948667

184.95

118.1

-1.23

-90.03898667

37.97959472

185.10

118.8

-0.98
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APPENDIX B.3: Gravity data for the third day’s gravity measurement. All other parameters are
same as Appendix B.1
Longitude,

Latitude,

Raw gravity,

Elevation,

Relative Bouguer

degree

degree

mGal

meter

anomaly, mGal

-90.04917083

37.97911111

182.35

125.3

0

-90.04929278

37.97951417

180.60

129.9

-0.87

-90.04955444

37.98007472

181.79

130.6

0.39

-90.04893778

37.98034583

182.17

128.5

0.33

-90.04810083

37.98048028

182.34

127.2

0.24

-90.04793333

37.98000083

182.22

122.9

-0.69

-90.04728417

37.98063

183.36

122.5

0.33

-90.0464125

37.98078639

183.56

121.5

0.30

-90.04633778

37.98032972

183.42

121.6

0.23

-90.04555222

37.980955

183.49

121.9

0.31

-90.0448625

37.98108361

184.58

118.4

0.71

-90.04472444

37.98058306

183.49

118.1

-0.39

-90.04419417

37.98119944

184.27

119.6

0.61

-90.04323139

37.98144111

184.33

118.9

0.51

-90.04313694

37.98079139

183.39

118.5

-0.43

-90.04238111

37.98143083

183.77

117.6

-0.29

-90.04156444

37.98151194

184.30

117.7

0.24

-90.04154611

37.98094417

184.36

117.8

0.38

-90.04126944

37.97847417

184.16

117.9

0.03

-90.04118028

37.97759222

184.61

117.4

0.19

-90.04180694

37.97754222

184.85

117.7

0.84

-90.0423275

37.97756139

184.53

117.3

1.14

-90.04176056

37.96666667

185.19

117.3

0.74
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APPENDIX B.3 (continued): Gravity data for the third day’s gravity measurement. All other
parameters are same as Appendix B.1
Longitude,

Latitude,

Raw gravity,

Elevation,

Relative Bouguer

degree

degree

mGal

meter

anomaly, mGal

-90.04286611

37.97852667

184.38

120.2

1.07

-90.04435111

37.97838583

183.04

121.3

-0.02

-90.04586333

37.9782925

183.19

121.9

0.26

-90.04731083

37.97825889

182.96

124.6

0.55

-90.04886472

37.9781025

183.16

121.0

0.05

APPENDIX B.4: Gravity data for the fourth day’s gravity measurement. All other parameters
are same as Appendix B.1
Longitude,

Latitude,

Raw gravity,

Elevation,

Relative Bouguer

degree

degree

mGal

meter

anomaly, mGal

-90.049171

37.9791111

187.06

125.3

0

-90.021

37.9498139

181.611

132.9

-1.39

-90.017197

37.9497167

185.89

115.2

-0.57

-90.013361

37.9508028

185.13

114.3

-1.61

-90.01135

37.951475

185.71

114.6

-1.028

-90.009336

37.9521417

184.69

115.2

-1.98

-90.007314

37.9528111

186.15

114.9

-0.65

-90.005306

37.9534833

184.33

114.9

-2.52

-90.003292

37.9541639

184.39

115.8

-2.34

-90.001275

37.9548194

184.52

115.2

-2.39

-89.999264

37.9554944

184.63

115.2

-2.34

-89.996803

37.9562417

185.09

115.2

-1.95
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APPENDIX C
REFRACTION DATA
Refraction data was processed with the Seisimager 2D software from Geometrics. The
Pickwin module was used to determine the first arrival for each profile. The software gives the
option to filter data (either high cut or low cut filter or both as necessary), clip it, increase or
decrese gain and change the window. The colored window in the subsequent figures below
shows the data file as a contrast between signal and noise. It can be viewed as black and white or
colored. Sometimes the black and white option was used and sometimes the colored one as we
needed it to better see our data. Some profiles had record length higher than 200 ms, that was
truncated to 200 ms for better view and because our first arrival falls within that time window.
Sometimes the signal looks a little bit faded because for picking the first arrival in other
geophones, the gain was increased or decreased as required. The arrival picking was not a one
step procedure.
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Figure C1: Forward profile (S to N) for the cemetery (R1) refraction data. Left-side of the figure
shows the first arrival picks for the unfiltered signal while the right side one shows the first
arrival picks for the filtered signal in a black and white contrast mode

Figure C2: Backward profile (N to S) for the cemetery (R1) refraction data. Left-side of the
figure shows the first arrival picks for the unfiltered signal while the right side one shows the
first arrival picks for the filtered signal in a black and white contrast mode
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Figure C3: Forward profile (N to S) for the Felix Valle House (R2) refraction data. Left-side of
the figure shows the first arrival picks for the unfiltered signal while the right side one shows the
first arrival picks for the filtered signal in a colored contrast mode

Figure C4: Backward profile (S to N) for the Felix Valle House (R2) refraction data. Left-side
of the figure showsthe first arrival picks for the unfiltered signal while the right side one shows
the first arrival picks for the filtered signal in a black and white contrast mode
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Figure C5: Forward profile (S to N) for the Parking lot (R3) refraction data. Left-side of the
figure shows the first arrival picks for the unfiltered signal while the right side one shows the
first arrival picks for the filtered signal in a colored contrast mode

Figure C6: Backward profile (N to S) for the Parking lot (R3) refraction data. Left-side of the
figure shows the first arrival picks for the unfiltered signal while the right side one shows the
first arrival picks for the filtered signal in a colored contrast mode
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Figure C7: Forward profile (S to N) for the Small park (R4) refraction data. Left-side of the
figure shows the first arrival picks for the unfiltered signal while the right side one shows the
first arrival picks for the filtered signal in a colored contrast mode

Figure C8: Backward profile (N to S) for the Small park (R4) refraction data. Left-side of the
figure shows the first arrival picks for the unfiltered signal while the right side one shows the
first arrival picks for the filtered signal in a colored contrast mode
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Figure C9: Forward profile (N to S) for the State Big Park (R5) refraction data. Left-side of the
figure shows the first arrival picks for the unfiltered signal while the right side one shows the
first arrival picks for the filtered signal in a balck-white contrast mode

Figure C10: Backward profile (S to N) for the State Big Park (R5) refraction data. Left-side of
the figure shows the first arrival picks for the unfiltered signal while the right side one shows the
first arrival picks for the filtered signal in a colored contrast mode
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